
REPEATER

Attach the Repeater

The EZ SMART Repeater is useful for setting up for repeatable cross-cuts and rip-cuts, eliminating the need for 
repeated use of a measuring tape.  It is often used in conjunction the EZ SMART Smart Square, as part of the 
EZ SMART Cabinetmaker Woodworking System.  However, the Smart Square is not completely necessary for its 
functioning.  Used with a section of EZ SMART Guide Rail, the Repeater serves a dual role as a story stick and 
as a stop for precise cuts.   If a single Repeater is used without the Smart Square, it is recommended to clamp 
the Guide Rail to the work surface using optional EZ SMART Wood Clamps to hold the Guide Rail to the cut-
line.  Using a second Repeater (sold separately) allows the Guide Rail to be used without clamping to make 
square cuts.
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Attach the Second Repeater

The second Repeater is installed so that 
the Repeater arm is on the same side of 
the Guide Rail as the first Repeater arm.

Install the Repeater so that arm is 
located on cutting side of the Guide Rail
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Using the Repeater

● Capacity (width):   40” (right and left)
● Capacity (length):  limited only by length of 

Guide Rails    
● Once the Repeaters are set to a particular 

dimension, no further measuring is needed to 
make multiple workpieces of the same size.

Cutting the First Piece

Cutting the Second Piece

Both Repeaters 
set to same 
dimension

Cut Line #1

Material moved against Repeaters

Cut Line #2
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